
Environmental Policy

We build the image of a socially responsible company that takes care of the natural environment

and takes into account internal and external factors.

We are aware of our environmental impact resulting from the production of cast iron castings and industrial fittings.

Taking care of the environment is an important element of the Company's development strategy.

Two different locations: the main production plant in Ścinawka Średnia located on the edge

of the Stolowe Mountains National Park and the production plant in the city centre of Sosnowiec -

are surrounded by a diverse natural environment.

This places specific demands on us in relation to the scale of the impact and the diverse,

multidirectional impact on the environment.

We are committed to ensuring compliance and observance of all legal requirements and other environmental regulations.

Identified environmental aspects resulting from the processes carried out are input data for process improvement

and optimisation.

The environmental policy is known, understood and observed at all organisational levels of the Company.

It is publicly available to stakeholders.

Ścinawka Średnia, 17 4.2018.0

In order to achieve our goals:

we design, manufacture and offer products in a way that minimises environmental impact throughout their entire life cycle;· 

we prevent pollution "at source" wherever and whenever possible; we segregate and reduce waste, minimise emissions· 

of gases, dust and noise into the air and pollution into the water;

we carry out supplier qualification, ensuring that our products meet the requirements of minimum environmental impact;· 

we conduct cost-saving activities, with particular emphasis on rationalising the use of raw materials and energy utilities;· 

we are looking for new technologies and techniques that reduce environmental impact and are economically justified;· 

we minimise the risk of environmental damage and carefully plan and prevent environmental accidents;· 

conscious of our own responsibility for the environmental protection, we raise the environmental awareness· 

of our employees;

we are constantly developing the Environmental Management System in order to improve the environmental effects· 

of our operations;

we create the image of an environmentally friendly company.· 
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